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Aims

the course enables students to discuss the importance and behavior of the interest rate ,
nature and functions of money ,commercial banks, central banks , the monetary policy
,instruments ,Targets and theories

2-anayalical and thinking skills
1.understand the role and behavior of the interest rate of economy.
2.understand the relation between the central bank and the naming system and how this
relation effects to quantity of money and supply in the economic.
3.understand the role of money in the economy.

Teaching and learning methods
The course will be a combination of lecture sessions, class discussion , and group
assignments /presentations, lectures will follow the course outline (given below)and next
presentation of the relevant chapter of the recommended text .the instructor may utilize
additional information to supplement the next .
Students are expected to read topics in next books a head of class and will lecture
sessions to clarify difficult materials . any changes to the schedule and assignments will
be given in class . if for some reason a student must miss a class , it his /her responsibility
to find out what was discussed on that day. For example the absence from class on a
particular day will not be an excuse for late submission of an assignment .
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Exam
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First exam

25%

Second exam
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Frederic S.Mishkin,the economics of money ,banking and financial market ,9 edition ,pearson,2010

Online resources
Detailed lecture schedule

material

1

Ch1. Why study money , banking and financial markets

2

Ch2. What is money? accomprative approach in measuring money:
1. Meaning of money .
2. Functions of money .
3. Kinds of money.
- Commodity money.
- Fiat money.
- Checks money.4
- Electronic money.
- E money .
4. Money and liquidity

3

CH3.Money standards.
1. Bimetallic standard.
2.The gold standard.
3.The paper standard.
First Exam (covers chapter 1,2,3)online

4

CH4.The Money supply process
1. Three player in Money supply process.
2. Control of the Monetary base.
3. Deposit creationMultiple.
4. Determinants of the money supply.
5. The Money multiplier.
6- The Velocity of Money.
6. Application :
A. Money supply in Jordan
Determinants of the money supply in Jordan.
- Foreign assets.
- domestic assets
- Non-Monetary liabilities

5

CH.5 Banking and the management institutions.
1. The bank balance sheet.
2. Basic banking.
3-General principles of Bank management:
- Asset Management.
- Liabilities Management
- Liquidity management and the role of reserves
- Strategies for managing Bank capital
- Managing credit risk.

- Managing interest rate risk
- Off- balance- sheet activities
4. Application
A. Balance of sheet in commercial banks in Jordan
- Liabilities
- Assets
6

CH.6 Central Banks
1. What is central bank?
2. The price stability good the nominal Anchor .
3. Other goals at monetary policy.
4. Balance sheet of the central bank.
5.Central bank and reserve Money
6. Independent of central bank
7. independence of federal reserve and European central bank
8. Application:
A- Balance sheet of the central bank of Jordan.
B. The reserve Money in Jordan.
- Currency issue.
- Obligatory Reserve.
- Excess reserve
C. Determinates reserve Money in central bank of Jordan
- Net foreign assets
- Net domestic assets
18/4/2013 :Second Exam(covers chapters 4,5,6)online

7

CH.7 Tools of monetary policy
1. What is Monetary policy.
2. Indirect Monetary policy.
A. Reserve requirements .
B. Rediscount policy.
C. Open markets operations .
D. Evaluation.
3.Direct Monetary policy.

